**RAE's New High Performance 1:1 Line Striper for MMA & Epoxy Stripping**

**Double Pump System**
- The two-pump Chromex Hydraulic pump system with separate flow control valves allows for easy 1:1 synchronization of parts A & B.
- Chromex Rods are four times harder than ordinary chrome.

**Easy Out™ Filters**
- Two separate manifolds with Easy Out™ Filters designed to filter from the inside out so filters won’t get stuck or collapse.
- Filters remove with the cap for less mess.

**Air Compressor System**
- The uniquely designed air compressor houses the pump, air tank, and battery. The on/off switch is easily accessible from the Smart Control console.

**Dual Pail Carriage (2 x 5 gallon)**
- Specially designed to accommodate plural component (part A, part B) MMA & Epoxies.
- A built-in compressor, tank, & battery is mounted under the carriage for pressuring the Binks pressure pot for instant clean out of gun head/tip.

**Binks 43P Plural Component Gun**
- Designed for internal mixing of medium viscosity plural component paints like MMA or Epoxy.
- Separate inlet & valve for fast solvent flush of the gun head and tip.
- Interchangeable Graco® RAC® 5 Spray Tips

**RAE's Plural Component Modified Graco® Line Striper and Roadzilla®Methyl Methacrylate (MMA) combine for high-performance line striping in an easy to maneuver line striper.**

This modified Graco%1:1 Hydraulic Plural Component Sprayer is based on a Graco®200HS Sprayer platform professionally modified to spray two-component 1:1 MMA or epoxy paint materials. This unit is NOT supplied by Graco® inc.